
1. The quotation sent to Sandia on WC TT153 on
8/21/64 was lneerrestly prepaged and shows
$6120 for destructive testing of 112 units.
The $6120 represented the estimated direct
labOr and material cost for testing 56 units.
If this figure had been properly translated
into the cost for tasting two groups of 36
units and had bed burden added, the quotation
would have been 04,000. The error was the
result of a breakdown in the quotation
preparation system in use at that time and
would not occur under our present system.
Thus, Change Order Mo. 3, dated S/21/64,
authorised the expenditure of $113,200 (340
units I $313 each plus $6120 testing charges).
If the quotation bad been properly prepared,
the authorisation at this point would have bean
$161,100.

On July 30, 1963, a request for quotation
MK 532) was received stating, "The Sandia
lingiomm, NW. M. L. Andersen, has requested
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Dear Andy*

aggi."4.2,tatu.
The folloslog is a run-down of the cost information on
this order, which we discussed on Wednesday, January 26,
1966.
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a new and revised gusto to waver a quantity of 23
sash units on furehmae Order 95-2759." Mead
responded (MUM, •14/63), ' ,Oast for 23 ad-
ditional units , $109203 total." IL L. Amodorson
bad intended to seems a quotatioe to build 25
units and test 36. Whom Champ Order No. $ was
catered CrWM4 12/3/63), it imereesed the author-
isation to $123,425 end divested Wand to build a
total of 36) units and test a third grew of 56
units. A quotetioe for amiresnentallY and
destrustively testinga pow of 36 writs at a
coot of $27,000 Should have been submitted when
Chang. Order $o. $ was reseived. Adding $10,205
for building the last 25 units and $27,000 for
testing the third group of 56 to 061,100 would
have raised the total authorisation to 0191,303.

The status of work and expenditures on this order
woo reviowod as of 12/31/6, sad is tabulated beim
At that time 331 sits had been built and two
groups of 36 tested.

OMNI

'coitus tic* 	 007 *200
Quality Cootrol 	 1,200
RadiegraOhy 	 3, 900
Flail Inspeetion 	 1,200
Davelegasat Ds. 	 1,700
warommental Test. 24,700
Destruative Test.  14.992 

Total 	 $161,600

331 8 024
34 hr.
16$ hr.
34 hr.

339 by
$34 hr.4-nat.
641 hr.+ mat.

4. lased on prosiest soot pow unit and estimated testims
coots, the followimg additional soots will be imeurrsd
in order to *owlets - the order, i.e. to build 34 wore
omits and to ammironmentallY and destrustively test
the third 	 ef 36 mats.
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34 $318
27 hr.
84 hr.
27 hr.

279 hr.
417 hr.+ mat,
324 hr.+ nat.

Chars*. 

Production 	 $10,800
quality Control 	 600
Radi"StaPhY 	 1,950
/fina •l Inspection 	 600
Development Sng. 	 4,330
Invironmeetei Test.12,330
Destructive Test. ...24AS

Total 	 $38,100

3. At this point, therefore, our but estimate of the
total authorisation required for this order is
$161,800 + $38,100 $199,900. This sampans vary
well with the $198,305 figure which would have been
submitted if earlier quotations had been properly
handled. Since the present authorisation is $123,423,
an additional authorisation of $76,300 will be
required to complete the order.

I hope this information will adequately support your efforts
to justify the increased authorisation. We regret the
inconmeniense to you that this problem has caused, and if we
can offer any additional assistance, don't hesitate to ask.

Seat personal regards,

ORIGINAL: SIGNED BY
C. IN KING. JR.

C. D. ling, Jr.,Minager.
Contractor Relations
Department
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